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Condition: New. 4th edition. 223 x 106 mm. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Flexi Map Tuscany is laminated, durable and
includes 3 separate maps, each of which has its own index
which has been categorised for ease of use. Inside Flexi Map
Tuscany: a list of recommended sights, divided by theme and
linked to the mapping by numbered markers; a handy
information section with concise details on getting around,
tourist offices, money, tipping, opening times, public holidays,
telecommunications, emergency telephone numbers and
climate; Tuscany is shown, Tuscany North is on the front of the
Flexi Map whilst Tuscany South is shown on the reverse; and,
places of interest are highlighted, including national parks,
nature reserves, monuments and religious sites. In addition to
the road and rail networks, this map provides a detailed
picture of the topography through the use of relief shading
with mountains and hills named and peak heights given. City
plans of Florence, Siena and Pisa are also included. Streets are
named along with public buildings and numerous places of
interest. Each street plan has its own separate index, which has
been categorised for ease of use.
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I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to
read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Da na  Hintz-- Da na  Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You
wont really feel monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask
me).
-- Elisa  R eing er-- Elisa  R eing er
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